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"Recover Keys" - Product Key Finder 
 

Recover Keys is a Windows application designed to safeguard your software activation 

keys in the event of a system or hard disk crash, track the number of software licenses 

installed on network computers and to recover lost license (CD) keys. 

 

This key finder is an excellent tool for network administrators in large companies. Recover 

Keys will help companies to find, recover and backup product keys for the whole network 

and control software licenses installed. By purchasing the Enterprise license our 

customers also receive Recover Keys Portable Version, which can be installed on USB 

flash drive, and Recover Keys Command Line Version, which can be really useful for 

integrating the program with your custom scripts or system. 

 

There is no need to install this key finder on each computer. Installed on a single 

computer, Recover Keys analyzes the whole network just in minutes. Recover Keys key 

finder helps to recover product keys, activation codes or cd codes for all versions of 

Windows (including 2000 / XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10), Microsoft Office (all versions), 

Exchange, Adobe products and more than 10,000+ other programs. 

 

We provide several licensing options to meet the needs of each customer. Please read below for more information, 

version comparison and pricing. 

 

Recover lost product keys and backup activation keys 

Recover Keys is a useful and convenient tool helping to retrieve lost activation keys for more than 10,000+ software 
products, including Microsoft Windows NT / 2000 / XP / 2003 Server / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8 / 8.1 / 10, 
Microsoft Office (all versions), Acronis products, SlySoft products, Adobe products, Nero, Camtasia Studio, etc. 

 
Loosing product activation keys is an expensive and time-consuming mistake especially for people handling networks 
consisting of many computers. With Recover Keys administrators are able to find and retrieve lost product keys and 
keep an up-to-date backup of all product activation keys in a central location. This key finder allows you to print or 
save all your product keys into Text file, Word, Excel, HTML, CSV, or XML file. 

https://recover-keys.com/
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Recover product keys from a crashed hard drive 

Recover Keys does not only retrieve license keys from one or several computers within a network, but it also 
recovers license information from crashed hard drive. This feature is important for administrators who often handle 
crashed computers. Now there's no need to purchase all software licenses to be installed on new system or spend 
time on searching for licenses installed on this computer. Simply backup all license information from non-bootable 

HDD registry and use it when installing Windows operating systems and all software again.   

Scan another Windows or HDD for product keys 

Recover Keys becomes really handy in situations when you need to retrieve product license information from 
another Windows system installed on your computer, from another working or unbootable hard disc drive (HDD) or 
when you need to reinstall Windows quickly without spending time for searching for activation keys for each 
program. 

 
This comprehensive key finder analyzes the registry of external Windows operating system, finds all activation keys 

and other license information for installed software, and then allows users to save or print it.   

 

https://recover-keys.com/
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Scan the whole network for license keys 

Scanning the whole network for product keys does not require Recover Keys to be installed on each computer. Being 
installed on a single computer, this smart application scans each computer registry in the network. For convenience 
of each customer Recover Keys allows adding computers in a several ways: by entering each computer name 
manually, by IP address range, by a list of computer names or IP addresses. 

 
A very useful feature for those who have to perform updating of license information regularly is the ability to save 
the list of network computers and load it for scanning anytime without entering computer names or IP addresses 
each time. 

 
Note: The Enterprise license allows scanning of unlimited number of computers within a network. Number of 
computers that can be scanned simultaneously for product keys is limited by the program license: 

License type Scan remote PCs Multi-scan several 

PCs at the same time 

Single license 1 PC No 

Basic license 2 - 9 PCs No 

Premium license 10 - 99 PCs Yes 

Enterprise license Unlimited Yes 

Portable license Not available Not applicable 

 

Track the number of software licenses installed on a network 

Companies that want to protect themselves and ensure software license compliance should establish software 
licensing policy and perform regular audit and inventory software. You can determine what software your 
organization is running by periodically conducting an organization-wide software audit. Recover Keys is one of the 
most suitable and easiest tools for it. By scanning all network computers you'll discover what software is installed on 
each computer. 

 
Using Recover Keys to track software installed on a network helps to guard against software policy non-compliance 
and litigation from illegal software usage. With regular inventory the software installed you can also save money by 
retiring unused software and negotiating software licenses that better meet the needs of each user and your 
company in general. 

 

https://recover-keys.com/
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Install Recover Keys on USB flash drive 

 

Portable license allows you to use Recover Keys on unlimited number of computers within one company (license is 

per user, where user is a person or a company). After you purchase portable license you will receive separate ZIP 

archive with portable executable and optional USB-thumb drive installer. Basically, USB-thumb drive installer just 

extracts contents of ZIP archive into selected USB-drive. 

Originally this license was introduced specially for PC-repair-shop alike businesses, which are working with 

customer's computer hardware, but cannot afford Enterprise license. 

NOTE: Portable license does not support network scan of any kind and command-line version is not included. 

Execute Recover Keys from command-line 

Recover Keys can be also executed from command-line. This feature is useful if you need to write custom scripts or 
integrate Recover Keys into your system. 

Note: This feature is only available in Enterprise license.  

 

System requirements 

Windows NT / 2000 / XP / Vista / Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 and 10. 32 bit or 64-bit system. No specific requirements. 

https://recover-keys.com/
https://mac-product-key-finder.com/

